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First-class environment attracts first-class talents. SIAT builds up the excellent HR system,
incentive mechanism, innovation culture and achievement translational mechanism to
establish a scientific and humanistic environment for researchers, aiming at encouraging them
to make strategic, forward-looking and significant contribution to innovation, to enhance the
capability of independent innovation of China's advanced manufacturing industry and modern
service industry, promote the establishment of China's independent intellectual property rights
of new industry. Since 2006, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shenzhen Municipal People's
government and the Chinese University of Hong Kong jointly established SIAT and it has
formed a certain academic worldwide reputation in the field of health and medical, robot, big
data and smart city, new energy and new materials. SIAT plays a more and more important role
in national innovation system, Hong Kong and Guangdong's advanced manufacturing industry,
especially a leading role in Shenzhen-Hong Kong Innovation Circle.
During the period of China’s 13th 5-year Plan, with the concept of “leading the academia,
serving the industry”, SIAT will focus on the combination of intelligent and health field, and
make efforts to provide the new methods and new materials for life and health. We will continue
our scientific and sustainable development to match national economic construction and world
technological frontier. We will also continue to enhance the innovation ability and make
unremitting efforts to build up our core competitiveness, serving the nation and the
development of science and make contribution to elevate China to be a scientific and
technological power in the world.
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Intro to the Shenzhen Institutes of
Advanced Technology
The Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology (SIAT) of the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) comprise six
institutes and numerous other labs and facilities. SIAT was jointly established by CAS, the Shenzhen municipal
government and the Chinese University of Hong Kong in February 2006. SIAT aims to enhance the innovative capacity
of the equipment manufacturing and service industries in the Guangdong-Hong Kong region, promote the development
of emerging industries possessing their own proprietary intellectual property, and become a world-class industrial
research institute.
SIAT’s main component divisions include the Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Integration Technology (SIAIT), the
Institute of Biomedical and Health Engineering (IBHE), the Institute of Advanced Computing and Digital Engineering
(IACDE), the Institute of Biomedicine and Biotechnology (IBB) and the Guangzhou Institute of Advanced Technology
(GIAT), the Institute of Brian Cognition and Brian Disease（ IBCBD，collaborated with MIT McGovern Institute). It is
also home to 6 national innovation labs, 18 key labs and platforms at the provincial level and 40 key labs and platforms
at the municipal level.
Over the past 10 years, SIAT has made significant achievements in human resource development, academic research
and technology commercialization. SIAT’s staff is nearly 1200, as well as more than 800 students. Among SIAT’s staff
are 14 IEEE fellows, two CAS academicians, 12 fellows of the National Thousand Talents Program and three Leading
Scientists of Guangdong. A total of 32 researchers from SIAT have been selected as CAS Hundred Talents Program
fellows. Furthermore, over 500 of SIAT’s scientists have a doctoral degree and 400 have overseas study or work
experience.
To meet the nation’s needs in healthcare and manufacturing, SIAT focuses on emerging industries such as low-cost
healthcare, service robots, electric vehicles, cloud computing, digital cities, nano-medicine, new energy and new
materials.

Pinghu

6 research institutes
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Scientific Research
Management & Support
Dept

Industrial Development
& Resources Dept

HR & Education Dept

Administration &
Finance Dept

Assets & Investment
Management Dept

SIAT has established partnerships with more than 500 firms including Huawei, Midea and China International Marine
Containers (Group) Ltd., among others. It has attracted over 80 million yuan of industrial investment and incubated 60
high-technology companies.
SIAT has also established long-term cooperative ties with many foreign academic and research institutions, including
MIT/Stanford University (USA), NICTA (Australia), TRLabs (Canada), the University of Hamburg (Germany), the
University of Southampton (UK) and many other institutions.
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BAI Jianyuan
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Scientific Research Progress
LV Jiancheng
Vice President

XU Jianguo
Vice President

2015 Major Research Progress
Computer & Artificial Intelligence
Theories and Applications of Triple-Space Big Data Analytics in Urban Computing
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TANG Xiaoou
Vice President

ZHENG Hairong
Vice President

FENG Wei
Vice President

BI Yalei
Assistant President

HUANG Shu
Assistant President

FENG Shengzhong
Assistant President

Prof. XU Chengzhong’s team carried out a
series of studies on Triple-Space Big Data
Analytics in Urban Computing. Several works
were published in the top conferences or
journals, such as ACM SIGSPATIAL, TKDE,
VLDB, TVT and TKDD, etc. One of the works is to
propose a solution framework HYDRA to find
social identity linkage across different social
media platforms. The model is able to deal with
drastic information missing, and avoid the
Prof. XU Chengzhong
c u r s e - o f- d i m e n s i o n a l i t y i n h a n d l i n g h i g h
dimensional sparse representation. The
Director of IACDE
and Center for Cloud
experiments on 10 million users across seven
Computing
popular social networks platforms demonstrate
that HYDRA correctly identifies real user linkage across different massive
noisy user behavior data records. The paper was published in IEEE
Tr a n s a c t i o n s o n K n o w l e d g e a n d D a t a E n g i n e e r i n g , 2 0 1 5 , D O I :
10.1109/TKDE.2015.2397434. Another work is to propose Rationality
Analysis Model (RAM) to analyze rationality form trajectories in terms of a set
of impact factors. To automatically identify hidden factors, Collective Hidden
Factor Retrieval (CHFR) is presented to parse multiple trajectories at the
same time or parse individual trajectories of different time periods. Extensive
experimental study is conducted on three large-scale real-life datasets (i.e.,
taxi trajectories, user shopping trajectories, and visiting trajectories in a
theme park). The results show that the proposed methods are efficient,
effective, and scalable. The paper was published in ACM Transactions on
Knowledge Discovery from Data, 2015, DOI: 10.1145/2735634.

Structure consistency maximization and
Attraction transition graph

www.siat.ac.cn
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Big Data Analysis for Genome Sequence

Associate Prof.
WEI Yanjie

Deformation Capture and Modeling of Soft Objects

Next Generation Sequencing

The research group led by Prof. HUANG Hui presents a data-driven method for deformation

techniques generate vast amount of

capture and modeling of general soft objects. They adopt an iterative framework that consists

genetic data that requires highly

of one component for physics-based deformation tracking and another for spacetime

scalable and efficient tools for analyzing

optimization of deformation parameters. Low cost depth sensors are used for the

these data. Sequencing reads from the

deformation capture, and they do not require any force-displacement measurements, thus

machines can be in the range of TB-PB

making the data capture a cheap and convenient process. They augment a state-of-the-art

range, sequential algorithms can no

probabilistic tracking method to robustly handle noise, occlusions, fast movements and large

longer meet the needs. The lab led by

deformations. The spacetime optimization aims to matching the simulated trajectories with

Dr. Wei Yanjie focuses on developing De

the tracked ones. The optimized deformation model is then used to boost the accuracy of the

Bruijn graph based approach for

tracking results, which can in turn improve the deformation parameter estimation itself in later

Prof. HUANG Hui

assembling the raw reads. Through
mathematical abstraction and building

iterations. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the tracking and parameter optimization
components complement each other nicely. The paper was published in ACM Transactions

a n a s y n c h r o n o u s c o m p u t i n g m o d e l , S WA P- A s s e m b l e r w a s

on Graphics (Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 2015), DOI: 10.1145/2766911.

d e v e l o p e d f o r l a r g e s c a l e g e n o m e a s s e m b l y. T h e y h a v e
demonstrated that SWAp-Assembler can scale to tens of thousands
cores on Mira@Argonne National Lab, and Tianhe-1A@National
Supercomputing Center in Tianjin. This is an open source project,
and

the

software

can

be

downloaded

from

http://sourceforge.net/projects/swapassembler/. This work is a jointeffort with BGI and Arggone National Lab, and is published in BMB
Bioinformatics, PPoPP 2015.
Top: left - a dinosaur walking / middle - a pot holder jumping / right - a coat hanger skipping.
Bottom: lotus leaves moving in an artificial wind field.
De Bruijn Graph based Genome Assembly
and its High Scalability on Tianhe 1A

Functional Assessment of Cerebral Artery Stenosis: A Computational Fluid Dynamics Based Study

Severe Weather Prediction and Climate Change
Based on the technique of big data mining and analysis, the research group led by Dr. Li
Qinglan focuses on developing new methods to forecast the severe weathers. By analyzing
the historical wind observation, rainfall observation and the Tropical cyclones(TCs) recorded
main characteristics, we have developed quantitative forecast methods to predict

the

maximum wind gusts, daily rainfall and three days accumulated rainfall induced by TCs at the
automatic weather stations (AWSs). Paper on rainfall forecasting was published in Journal of
Tropical Meteorology, June 2015, V21(2): 101-110. Paper on wind gust forecasting is in press.
Additionally, these techniques have been used as a valuable reference to predict the local
severe weather in Shenzhen Meteorological Bureau, especially at Yantian International
Associate Prof.
LI Qinglan

Container Terminal, Mawan Port and Shekou Ferry Terminal due to TCs.

The track of TC 1415#, Kalmaegi. The color dot solid line is the real track and the black dash line is the predict track at 11LT, September
15,2014 (a); Time series of the gust observation and the wind prediction at YICT during the TC period of 091214 to 091714 (b).
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The severity of arterial luminal
stenosis in intracranial large arteries
may not necessarily reflect the
significance of the cerebral
hemodynamic alteration caused by
the vessel narrowing. The team led
by Prof. LIU Jia therefore proposed
a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) based method using parallel
computing techniques to noninvasively assess fractional
Prof. LIU Jia
pressure ratio (FPR) across
Chief of the
intracranial
stenosis and compared
Laboratory for
with the same parameter measured
Engineering and
Scientific Computing
by an endovascular procedure in
order to elucidate the relation between this parameter and the
percentage of stenosis as well as the feasibility of the proposed
CFD method. The results show that the proposed CFD method
with 10,240 cores can achieve comparable results with the
invasive measurements with computation efficiency high than
60%. The CFD based FPR were highly correlated with the ones
measured by the pressure wires (r=0.88, p<0.001) and the
difference was approximately 6.07%.

Cerebral hemodynamics before and after the
intervention in 12 cases

www.siat.ac.cn
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Lower-limb Wearable Exoskeleton for Rehabilitation

SpinLight: A High Accuracy and Robust Light Positioning
System for Indoor Applications
The research group led by Prof. TAN

The research group led by Prof. WU Xinyu
has developed a lower-limb exoskeleton
robot for rehabilitation. This wearable
exoskeleton aims to helping lower limb
disabled people and those who suffer
from spinal cord injury to walk again, and
provides walking support to people in
need. The exoskeleton is equipped with
EMG (Electromyography) and FSR (Force
Sensing Resistor) sensors. The robotic
system controls its electric actuators at
Prof. WU Xinyu
the knee and hip to achieve desirable gait
Director of the Center
for Intelligent and
m o t i o n s . Fu r t h e r, t h i s e x o s k e l e t o n
Biomimetic System
employs suitable control strategies to
ensure safe and compliant physical human-robot interaction. A pair of
electric crutches can help maintain balance of the system. Two
paraplegic patients have been participated in this project. The
research group is also in collaboration with several hospitals located
in Shenzhen and Guangzhou.

LED light

Guang presents a novel indoor

Ceiling

positioning system, namely SpinLight.
SpinLight uses infrared LED lamps as
Spatial beam

signal transmitters, and light sensors as

Z

receivers. The main idea is to divide the

Cell number

space into spatial beams originating from
the light source, and identify each beam
with a unique timed sequence of light
signals. This sequence is created by a
Prof. TAN Guang

coded shade that covers and rotates

Assistant Director
of IACDE

around the LED, blocking the light or

Ring number

allowing it to pass through according to

System architecture of SpinLight

pre-defined patterns. SpinLight presents both 2D and 3D localization
designs, demonstrated by a prototype implementation. Experiments
show that SpinLight produces a median location error of 3.8 cm, with a
95% of 6.8 cm. SpinLight is very low power and thus can operate for
months to years with a button coin battery. A paper describing the

The SIAT Exoskeleton can help the disabled
volunteer to stand up by himself

work was accepted by the ACM Conference on Embedded Networked
Sensor Systems 2015.

Action Recognition and Scene Classification Techniques
Research on Mobile Malware Detection Technology and System Development
This topic is a main project for research

IEEE Fellow
The Recruitment Program
of Global Experts

Executive Director of the Center for
Multimedia Integrated Technologies,
Hundred Talents Program of CAS

achieve the static detection of Android

and Prof. Qiao Yu propose the knowledge guided disambiguation with

malware. We do not need to run the

multi-resolution CNNs model and the trajectory-pooled deep-

software to detect their malicious nature

convolutional Descriptors, and have made an important progress. The

and can detect malware before damage caused and reduce the loss

proposed method secures the 2nd place for scene recognition at

of customers due to infection of malwares. Moreover, with the growing

ILSVRC 2015, and obtains the state-of-the-art performance on the

Input video

Trajectory extraction

Trajectory pooling

HOG

number of malware samples in future, the system will also improve the

datasets of Places205 provided by MIT. They were ranked the first

ability to detect new variants of the complex virus.The paper was

prize for action/interaction recognition and cultural event recognition

published in IEICE Transactions on Information and Systems, 2016,

on ChaLearn Looking at People challenge, at CVPR2015. The relevant

E99D(4): 1062-1070.

results were published in International Journal of Computer Vision and

Fisher vector

e

The multimedia integrated technologies group led by Prof. Tang xiaoou

tim

Architecture of Mobile Malware Detection System

Prof. QIAO Yu

Hand-Crafted

Login or Intercept

Prof. TANG Xiaoou

HOF

MBH

l

Chief of the Key Lab
for High Performance
Data Mining

development of this project, we can

... ...

Detection Model

ne

Prof. JIANG Qingshan

Figure Link
Feature

Feature
Extraction

c
Deep-Learned h a n

application prospects. Through the

Keyword

Detection

I n t e r n e t s e c u r i t y, w h i c h h a v e w i d e

Title Feature

Classification Model

protect information security and mobile

Training Data

protection is an urgent need. The key
malware detection technology is to

Feature Extraction

detection technologies. Under the new
situation, mobile Internet privacy security

Unknown
Payment Website

Classification

and development on the mobile malware

Input video

Convolution Layer

Pooling Layer

Prediction

Action recognition

IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition.
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Mismatch Between Baseline Diffusion-Weighted Images and Apparent Diffusion
Coefficient Maps Predicts Favourable Penumbra: a Retrospective Study

Robotic Spinal Surgical System
The research team from Cognitive
Technology Center works on robotic
systems for spinal surgery. The team
focuses on spinal stability reconstruction
technique and laminectomy technique,
uses robot technology to help surgeon
execute operative treatment for spinal
trauma and degenerative disease.
Collaborated with Beijing Jishuitan
Hospital, three generations of Robotic
Prof. HU Ying
Spinal Surgical System (RSSS) have
been developed, and animal experiments
Associate Director of
the Center for Cognitive
have been completed successfully. This
Technologies
project has won the second prize of
National Science and Technology Award in 2015. The paper was
published in Robotica, 2014, 34(1): 1-17.

Robotic Spinal Surgical System III

Biomedical Engineering

The research team led by Prof. HU Qingmao
investigates joint imaging pattern of the
baseline diffusion weighted images (DWIs)
and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
maps of acute ischemic stroke patients. To
their suprise, in a portion of patients, the
ischemia demarcated by DWIs is different
from that delineated by ADC maps, it is this
difference (which is called the DWI-ADC
mismatch) that will imply the suitabilility for
thrombolytic
therapy. Specifically, among
Prof. HU Qingmao
70 consecutive patients with confirmed
Chief of the Laboratory
for Medical Imaging
ischemia with an ictus within 9 hours, 20
and Digital Surgery
patients exhibited the DWI-ADC mismatch
(28.6%). Thrombolysis
based on DWI-ADC mismatch with good
prognosis could achieve a sensitivity of 63.6%, specificty of 83.3% and
accuracy of 73.9%. Thrombolysis based on DWI-ADC mismatch is
significantly better than thrombolysis based on the putative DWI-PWI
mismatch (PWI for perfusion weighted imaging), which could only
achieve an accuracy of 37.0%. The research was recently published in
The Lancet, 2015, DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(15)00618-2.

From left to right: a DWI slice; the corresponding
ADC slice; the ischemic core delineated from
DWI (white area), in which the ADC is not low
enough (gray region) to represent a penumbra,
with the proportion of mismatch as high as 0.80.

Thz Spectroscopy of the Cornea
Multicolor Super-Resolution Microscopy Imaging System

The research group led by Dr. LU Yuanfu
has presented a study aimed at

High resolution multicolor microscopy is an

developing a terahertz time domain

important tool for understanding the

spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system for

functionality and interactions of biological

detection of the optical properties of ex

structures. The group in SIAT led by Dr.

vivo rabbit corneal tissues with different

ZHENG Wei has developed a multicolor

water content at terahertz frequencies

super-resolution microscopy system that

(0.1-0.3THz). The refractive index

combines rescan confocal microscopy

decreased with frequency while the

function and linear spectral unmixing

absorption coefficient increased with
Associate Prof.
LU Yuanfu

analysis capability, allowing multicolor

frequency. Our experimental results
matched the theoretical calculation very

well revealing that both the absorption coefficient and the refractive
index of a hydrated cornea were much larger than that of a dehydrated
cornea and the terahertz properties depended on the hydrate
conditions of the biosamples. The paper was published in Optics
Communications, 2015, DOI: 10.1016/j.optcom.2015.09.107.

imaging with lateral resolution of 177 nm in a
Schematic of experimental setup for terahertz time
domain spectroscopy system used to measure the
properties of the cornea. (PBS: prism beam splitter).

Associate Prof.
ZHENG Wei
Deputy Chief of the
Laboratory for Biomedical
Optics and Molecular
Imaging

single exposure. This system achieves a
factor of √2 improvement compare with
diffraction-limited resolution and a better
imaging SNR than standard confocal
microscopy. Due to its fast imaging rate,

acceptable excitation intensity and optical sectioning property, this
system can provide unique benefits for a variety of biological

(A) Schematic diagram of the multicolor rescan
confocal microscopy.
(B) Comparison of 200 nm diameter fluorescent
beads imaged in (a) wide-field mode,
(b) rescan confocal microscopy (RCM) mode.
(C) Multicolor super-resolution images of SYTO
82 labeled nucleuses and LysoTracker Red
stained lysosomes within live bEnd.3 cells.

investigations in vivo.
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Unobtrusive Measurement of Physiological Parameters Using a Pressure Sensor

Neural Control Based Prosthetic Limbs System
The research group led by Prof. LI Guanglin
developed a neural control based prosthetic
limbs system for upper-limb amputees to
help them regain limb locomotion and
functional abilities. EMG signal of residual
muscle is gathered and acquired at first, then
algorithm like pattern recognition is used to
decode acquired EMG signal and analysis
motion intention of amputee. Then prosthetic
limbs can be controlled to perform relative
motion based on decoded motion intention
Prof. LI Guanglin
according
to decoded results. The accuracy
Director of SIAIT
and Research Center
of classification among 6 motions, which are
for Neural Engineering
hand open/close, hand flection/extension,
hand adduction/abduction is around 95%. At the same time, the new
prostheses are designed and fabricated with characteristics of low-cost,
light and anthropomorphic. Hopefully, it can fulfill the increasing need of
Chinese amputees. The related works were published in IEEE Intelligent
Systems, PLoS One, Sensors, Ultrasonics, IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy
Systems and some international conferences.

T h e p r o j e c t l e d b y D r. Z H O U X i a o l i n
developed a pressure sensor pad under the
bed mattress for detection of ballisto cardio
graphy (BCG), respiratory activity and body
motion. The output analog signal is
digitalized by the ADC and Bluetooth unit
(see the black box). The digital signal is
transmitted to the smart phone APP, which
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the physiological parameters (i.e., heart
Associate Prof.
ZHOU Xiaolin

rate, respiratory rate and body motion
information) extraction unit. Using the Data

Unobtrusive measurement of physiological
parameters using a pressure sensor

mining method based on the heart beating, respiratory and body motion
information, some information of physical status can be obtained. This
system can be used in basic healthcare as well as the possible
application in the early detection of cardiovascular diseases (e.g.,
suddenly death and cardioembolic stroke), sleep apnea syndrome
assessment and the evaluation of sleep.

Fully Integrated Reflection-Mode Photoacoustic, Two-Photon, and Second Harmonic
Generation Microscopy in Vivo
The research group led by Prof. SONG Liang
and Prof. ZHENG Wei developed a fully
integrated multimodal microscopy strategy
that can provide photoacoustic (optical
absorption), two-photon (fluorescence), and
second harmonic generation (SHG)
information from intact biological tissue in
vivo with intrinsically co-registered images.
A novel compact optical-acoustic detector
by integrating high-frequency miniature
ultrasonic transducer into a water-immersion
Prof. SONG Liang
optical objective was intricately designed,
Chief of the Laboratory
for Biomedical Optics
thus allowing all three imaging modalities to
and Molecular Imaging
provide a high lateral resolution of ~290 nm
with reflection-mode imaging capability, which is essential for studying
intricate anatomy, such as that of the brain. Taking advantage of the
complementary and comprehensive contrast mechanisms of the system,
we demonstrated high-resolution imaging of various tissues in living
mice, including microvasculature (by photoacoustics), epidermis cells
(by two-photon fluorescence) and extracellular collagen fibers (by SHG).
The intrinsic image co-registration of the three modalities conveniently
provided improved visualization and an understanding of the tissue
microarchitecture. Therefore, this multimodal microscopy can potentially
facilitate a broad range of biomedical studies, such as imaging of the
tumor microenvironment and neurovascular coupling.

involves digital signal processing unit and

Neutal Control Based Prosthetic Limbs System

In vivo multimodal imaging of a mouse ear
(a) Representative depth-resolved
color-coded images acquired by TPM, SHGM, and
PAM, respectively.
(b) Overlaid cross-sectional images of the three
imaging modalities.
(c) Volumetric rendering of the multimodal data sets.

Regional Medical Big Data for Public Health Surveillance and Disease Management
The project (sponsored by the national 863
Hi-tech program) led by Prof. LI Ye aims at
in-depth data mining of over 3 billion
electrical medical records covering more
than 15 million people in Shenzhen. The
project strives to building an efficient
computational platform for integration and
analysis of regional medical big data which
delivers online services for health
surveillance and disease managements
including assistances of public health
Prof. LI Ye
policy, monitoring of infectious diseases
Director of the Center
for Biomedical
and instructions of chronic disease
Information Technology
controls. A SPARK-based big data system
has been developed in the past years which efficiently serves the
purpose of data modeling, data fusion and query. An online visualization
system is built on the system to interactively visualize medical statistical
information from real-time data.

Regional medical data system and its application

www.siat.ac.cn
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Robotic System for Orthodontic Treatment Assistance and Appliance Preparation

A Disposable Microfluidic Device for Controlled Drug Release from Thermal-Sensitive
Liposomes by High Intensity Focused Ultrasound

The research group led by Dr. XIA Zeyang
developed a robotic system for orthodontic

The drug release triggered thermally by high intensity

treatment assistance and appliance

focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been considered a

preparation. The system applies patient’s

promising drug delivery strategy due to its localized

CBCT images to reconstruct the 3D models

energy and non-invasive characters. Recently, the

of “Tooth-PDL-Bone” Complex for diagnosis

research group led by Prof. ZHENG Hairong

and treatment planning. Using dental
biomechanical analysis, tooth movement is
simulated and predicted and customized

made a great progress in ultrasound triggered TSL

The orthodontic treatment assistance system
and robotic system for appliance preparation

release. This work has been published on
Theranostics, 5 (11), 1203-1213.

appliance is designed based on the
Associate Prof.
XIA Zeyang

has

In this study, micro-HIFU (MHIFU) generated by a

simulation results. The designed appliance

microfluidic device is introduced which is able to

is then automatically prepared by a robot. It

is believed the developed system will improve the outcomes of
orthodontics, decrease the treatment duration and costs. The related
works were published in IEEE Signal Processing Letter, 2015 IEEE
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems and 2016

Prof. ZHENG Hairong

control the drug release from temperature-sensitive

Director of IBHE,
Outstanding Young
Scientist granted
by NSFC

mechanical effects of ultrasound on the cellular drug

liposomes (TSL) and evaluate the thermal and
uptake and apoptosis. By simply adjusting the input

electrical signal to the device, the temperature of sample can be maintained at

IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation.

37°C, 42°C and 50°C with the deviation of ± 0.3°C as desired. The flow cytometry
results show that the drug delivery under MHIFU sonication leads to a significant
increase in apoptosis compared to the drug release by incubation alone at

Write SIAT in A Rewritable and Colorful Way

elevated temperature of 42°C. Furthermore, increased squamous and protruding
structures on the surface membrane of cells were detected by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) after MHIFU irradiation of TSL. This work was supported by
MOST 973 Program and National Natural Science Foundation of China.

Associate Prof. WU Tianzhun
Associate Director of the Center
for Micro/Nano System and Bionic
Medicine
The latest research led by Dr. DU Xuemin and Dr. WU Tianzhun proposed
a facile and fantastic strategy to create a novel rewritable photonic
crystal paper by using water as the colorful ink. Various colors are
achieved by adjusting the particle size of photonic coatings, or writing
with aqueous solutions of certain pH. The photonic coatings can be
erased and rewritten multiple times with no significant loss in color
quality. Furthermore, the photonic coatings, which are transparent,
enable fast and convenient visualization of the invisible photonic
patterns with good tenability and reproducibility, offering potential
applications for identification marking and anti-counterfeiting purposes.
This transparent and rewritable paper can serve as an environmentally
friendly information storage device to meet the sustainability of modern
society. The paper was published as a hot paper in Journal of Materials
Chemistry C, 2015(3), pp. 3542-3546 (DOI: 10.1039/C5TC00217F).
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Associate Prof.
DU Xuemin

Acoustic intensity

HIFU
ablation
Drug
delivery
MicroNeuro- manipulation
modulation

Thermal effect

Elasticity
Color imaging
Doppler
Contrast
imaging
B Mode
imaging

Ablation
Therapy

Manipulation
Modulation
Mechanical effect

Imaging

Diagnosis
Scattering effect

Irradiation time

Principle, microscopic pictures and
performances of the rewritable photonic
crystal paper

MHIFU is capable of mimicking the bulk HIFU system and regulating the temperature elevation precisely to control
the release of drug from TSL (left); Three primary acoustic effects of ultrasound and their biomedical applications (right)
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Blockade of VEGF-Src Signaling as a Novel Therapeutic Strategy to Prevent Destructive
Repair in Steroid-Associated Osteonecrosis

Phytomolecule Icaritin Incorporated PLGA/TCP Scaffold for Steroid-associated Osteonecrosis:
Proof-of-concept for Prevention of Hip Joint Collapse in Bipedal Emus and Mechanistic Study
in Quadrupedal Rabbits

Destructive repair is put forward as the main culprit of subchondral collapse in osteonecrosis
of femoral head, which often ends up with total joint replacement. In previous study , the team
led by Dr. WANG Xinluan found a continuous occurrence of both high VEGF expression and
highly activated Src phosphorylation within destructive repair area in steroid-associated
osteonecrosis (SAON) rabbits. These evidences implied potential involvement of the aberrant
vascular endothelial growth factor-Src (VEGF-Src) signaling in destructive repair of SAON. In
this study, specific Src siRNA（siSrc）was employed to prevent VEGF-Src signialingmediated destructive repair (Fig.1) and further illuminate the molecular mechanism of the
VEGF and Src contributing to destructive repair process (Fig.2). Firstly, destructive repair in
Associate Prof.
WANG Xinluan

SAON was induced in rabbits and further identified the pathologic features of destructive
repair in SAON are continuous marrow edema (vascular event) closely coupled with
persistent bone resorption (skeletal event), which are closely related to activated VEGF-Src

signaling. Blockage of VEGF-Src by specific siSrc could prevent destructive repair, enhance reparative angiogenesis and
osteogenesis through inhibiting vascular permeability and also promoting new bone formation and remodeling (These
data were published in Journal of Bone and Mineral Research, 2015, 30:2044-2057). Secondly, in vitro cell model was
employed to explain the molecular mechanism, and found that siSrc could stabilise the complex beta-catenin/VEcadherin/Flk-1 through decreasing phosphorylation of VE-cadherin, ultimately decreasing VEGF-mediating
highervascular permeability. In addition, VEGF promoted osteoclasts formation and function without affecting the
adhesion activity and cytoskeleton. The team further found that Src blockade significantly impaired cytoskeleton resulting
in a lower adhesion activity through down-regulation of phosphorylation of Src, Pyk2 and Cbl, and ultimately inhibited
osteoclasts formation and function (These data were published in Bone, 2015, 74:58-60 ).

Steroid-associated osteonecrosis (SAON) may lead to joint collapse and subsequent joint
replacement. In research of the team led by Prof. QIN Ling, poly lactic-co-glycolic
acid/tricalcium phosphate (P/T) scaffold providing sustained release of icaritin (a metabolite
of Epimedium-derived flavonoids) was investigated as a bone defect filler after surgical core
decompression (CD) to prevent femoral head collapse in a bipedal SAON animal model using
emu (a large flightless bird). The underlying mechanism on SAON was evaluated using a wellestablished quadrupedal rabbit model. Fifteen emus were established with SAON, and CD
was performed along the femoral neck for the efficacy study. In this CD bone defect, a P/T
scaffold with icaritin (P/T/I group) or without icaritin (P/T group) was implanted while no
scaffold implantation was used as a control. For the mechanistic study in rabbits, the effects
of icaritin and composite scaffolds on bone mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) recruitment,
Prof. QIN Ling
osteogenesis, and anti-adipogenesis were evaluated. Our efficacy study showed that P/T/I
Director of the Center
for Translation
group had the significantly lowest incidence of femoral head collapse, better preserved
Medicine Research
cartilage and mechanical properties supported by more new bone formation within the bone
and Development
tunnel. For the mechanistic study, vitro tests suggested that icaritin enhanced the expression
of osteogenesis related genes COL1a, osteocalcin, RUNX2, and BMP-2 while inhibited adipogenesis related genes
C/EBP-ß, PPAR, and aP2 of rabbit BMSCs. Both P/T and P/T/I scaffolds were demonstrated to recruit BMSCs both in vitro
and in vivo but a higher expression of migration related gene VCAM1 was only found in P/T/I group in vitro.These data were
published in Biomaterials, 2015, 59: 125-143. In conclusion, both efficacy and mechanistic studies show the potential of a
bioactive composite porous P/T scaffold incorporating icaritin to enhance bone defect repair after surgical CD and prevent
femoral head collapse in a bipedal SAON emu model.

In conclusion, these findings provide a new insight into VEGF and Src mode of reaction in triggering destructive repair of
osteonecrosis. Blockade of Src may have great potential as an effective therapy targeting destructive repair in

P/T/I on
prevention of hip
collapse

osteonecrosis.

Emu SAON model

Rabbit SAON model

(30 hips: control, P/T, P/T/I)

Bone repair:

Hip collapse incidence:

More new bone formation in
P/T/I

control 70%; P/T 30%;
P/T/I 10%

In vitro study:
In vivo study

BMSCs isolated from normal
and SAON rabbits

Scaffold on homing of BMSCs:
P/T and P/T/I both recruited SPIO
labeled BMSCs

Blockage of Src by specific siRNA prevents
destructive repair in steroid-associated
osteonecrosis in rabbits model

Src blockage by siRNA inhibits VEGF-induced vascular hyperpemeability
and osteoclast activity – an in vitro mechanism study for preventing
destructive repair of osteonecrosis

Mechanical properties:

Femoral head articular
cartilage:

Icaritin on differentiation of
BMSCs:

Differentation potentials of
BMSCs:

Significantly higher
mechanical properties of
P/T/I

Better preserved cartilage
thickness and proeoglycan
content in P/T/I

icaritin promoted osteogenesis
and inhibited adipogenesis of
BMSCs

imparied odteogenesis and evaulated
adipogenesis of BMSCs from
SAON rabbits

Icaritin and scaffold on BMSCs
migration:
Icaritin in medium and P/T/I both
promoted BMSCs migration with
increased expression of VCAMI

Adipogensis of 3T3-L1 cells:
P/T/I inhibited adipogensis

A flowchart describing the entire study.
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Phononic-Crystal-Based Acoustic Sieve for Tunable Manipulations
of Particlesby a Highly Localized Radiation Force
Prof. ZHENG Hairong and his colleagues
have developed an acoustic device that
simultaneously align, trap, sort, and
transfer a large number of subwavelength
particles in a liquid according to their size
or mass density. The concept is based on
the highly localized periodic radiation
force induced by the resonance
transmission of an acoustic wave across
a phononic crystal plate, a phenomenon
analogous to the surface-phononProf. ZHENG Hairong
enhanced optical force, yet the physical
Director of IBHE,
concept has not been explored in
Outstanding Young
acoustics. It is distinct from other
Scientist granted
by NSFC
acoustic techniques that rely on standing
waves or Gaussian beams directly generated by the acoustic
transducer to trap one or several identical particles. It has potential
applications ranging from biomedical engineering to additive
manufacturing. This paper has been published as the Highlights and
Featured in Physical Review Applied , 2014, DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevApplied.1.051001.

Material Sciences
Artificial Nacre-like Papers Based on Noncovalent Functionalized Boron Nitride Nanosheets
with Excellent Mechanical and Thermally Conductive Properties
Inspired by the nano/microscale hierarchical
structure and precise inorganic/organic
interface of natural nacre, the research group
led by Prof. SUN Rong fabricated artificial
nacre-like papers based on noncovalent
functionalized boron nitride nanosheets (NFBNNSs) and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) via
vacuum-assisted self- assembly technique.
The artificial nacre-like papers exhibit
excellent tensile strength (125.2 MPa), on par
Prof. SUN Rong

with that of the 10 natural nacre, and moreover

Deputy Director of SIAIT

display a 30% higher toughness (2.37 MJ m -3 )

Schematic of the artificial nacre-like papers and
its use as high- performance substrate

than that of the natural nacre. These excellent mechanical properties result
from an ordered ‘brick-and-mortar’ arrangement of NF- BNNSs and PVA, in
Schematic diagram of the acoustic sieve and
sieving particles according to their sizes

which the long-chain PVA molecules act as the bridge to link NF- BNNSs via
hydrogen bonds. The resulting papers also render high thermal
conductivity (6.9 W

Phononic Crystal Tunable via Ferroelectric Phase Transition

m -1

K -1 ), and reveal the superiority as flexible

substrates to support light- emitting-diode chips. The combined
mechanical and 15 thermal properties make the materials highly desirable

Prof. ZHENG Hairong and his colleagues

as flexible substrates for next-generation commercial portable electronics.

have realized the control of the properties

The paper was published in Nanoscale, 2015, DOI: 10.1039/c5nr00228a

of phononic crystals (PCs) on demand. A
tunable PC is made of Ba 0.7 Sr 0.3 TiO 3

Highly Stretchable Gold Nanobelts with Sinusoidal Structures for Recording Electrocorticograms

(BST) ceramics, where in a 20-K
temperature change near room

The research group led by professor YU Zhe
and their collaborators, from Nanyang
Technological University in Singapore, has
recently developed a unique gold nanobelt with
sinusoidal structures to achieve a high
stretchable and conductive electrode. Such
structures are shown to enable the gold
nanobelts to behave with excellent stability
even after 10,000 cyclic stretching/relaxing
processes with a uniaxial strain of over 130%.

temperature results in a 20% frequency
shift in the transmission spectra induced
by a ferroelectric phase transition. The
tunability phenomenon is attributed to the
Prof. ZHENG Hairong

structure-induced resonant excitation of

Director of IBHE,
Outstanding Young
Scientist granted
by NSFC

A0 and A1 Lamb modes that exist
intrinsically in the uniform BST plate,
while these Lamb modes are sensitive to

the elastic properties of the plate and can be modulated by
Prof. YU Zhe

temperature in a BST plate around the Curie temperature. The study
finds opportunities for creating tunable PCs and enables smart
temperature-tuned devices such as the Lamb wave filter or sensor.
This paper has been published in Physical Review Applied, 2015, DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevApplied.4.034009.

(a) Schematic representation and photograph of the
PC plate.
(b) The experimental power-transmission coefficients
of PCs (solid line and dotted line) and a uniform BST
plate (dashed line) at 293 (blue) and 313 K (red).
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Moreover, the as‐prepared gold nanobelts are

demonstrated to be able to successfully record
electrocorticogram signals from both healthy
rats and those suffering from epilepsy. This
work provides a universal approach for fabricating stretchable devices for
future applications in stretchable electronics and biointegrated electronics.
The work has been published in Advanced Materials , 2015 (DOI:
10.1002/adma.201405807), which is also highlighted as the inside cover.
Associate Director of
the Research Center for
Neural Engineering

Inside cover of Advanced Materials
www.siat.ac.cn
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Biomedicine & Life Sciences

A Novel Aluminum–Graphite Dual-Ion Battery
The research group led by Prof. TANG Yongbing

A Large-Scale Strategy to Synthesize the Palladium Concave Nanocubes with High-Index
Facets for Sustainable Enhanced Catalytic Property

developed a novel, environmentally friendly
low-cost battery that overcomes many of the
problems of lithiumion batteries (LIB). The new
aluminum-graphite dual-ion battery (AGDIB)
offers significantly reduced weight, volume,
and fabrication cost, as well as higher energy
density, in comparison with conventional LIBs.
AGDIB’s electrode materials are composed of
environmentally friendly low cost aluminum and
Prof. TANG Yongbing
Director of the Center
for Functional Thin Films

graphite only, while its electrolyte is composed
of conventional lithium salt and carbonate
solvent. Upon charging, anions in the

electrolyte intercalate into the graphite cathode, while the Li + ions in the
electrolyte deposit onto the aluminum counter electrode to form an Al–Li
alloy. The discharge process is the reverse of the charging process, where
both anions and Li + ions diffuse back into the electrolyte. Since the Al
counter electrode in the AGDIB acts as the anode and the current collector
at the same time, the dead load and dead volume of the AGDIB is
significantly reduced, making a battery with both high specific energy

(a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curve of the
AGDIB at 0.5 C; insets are the dQ/dV differential
curve of the battery.
(b) A photograph showing that a single AGDIB
cell lighting up two yellow LEDs in series.
(c) Long term cycle test result of the AGDIB at a
current rate of 2 C.
(d) Performance comparison of the AGDIB with
conventional electrochemical energy storage
devices and several recently reported advanced
energy storage devices, where DGB represents
dual-graphite battery.

density and high volume energy density. This AGDIB shows real potential for
large-scale application in both electronic devices and electric vehicles. The
successful commercialization of this new type battery has great potential to

The research group led by Prof. CAI Lintao developed a
scalable strategy to synthesize palladium concave
nanocubes (PdCNs) with high-index facets via tuning
r e d u c t i o n k i n e t i c s . M o r e o v e r, t h e y s c a l e d u p
fabrication of PdCNs by approaching the volume of all
species to fifty times, which was in high-yield
production but still maintaining well-designed concave
nanocubes morphology with high-index facets. As
expected, these PdCNs exhibited a dramatically higher
enhanced catalytic property for methanol oxidation,
comparing with the normal Pd nanocubes enclosed by
Prof. CAI Lintao
low-index
facets and commercial Pd/C. The success of
Director of IBB,
Hundred Talents
engineering large-yield PdCNs with promoted catalytic
Program of CAS
performance would upgrade the pathway for designing
more efficient catalysts. These results were published in Scientific Reports
(http://www.nature.com/srep/2015/150217/srep08515/full/srep08515.html ).
This study firstly obtained large-scalable synthesis of PdCNs with high-index facets
via a facile approach, which achieved highly electrocatalytic property and stability.
It would provide a bright prospect for achieving large-scale preparation of noble
metal nanostructures with distinctive morphologies simultaneously.

significantly enhance the performance of portable electronic devices,
electric vehicles, and renewable energy systems, etc. The research “A Novel
Aluminum–Graphite Dual-Ion Battery” was recently published in Advanced
Energy Materials, 2016, DOI: 10.1002/aenm.201502588.

High Performance Thin Film Energy Device

Prof. YANG Chunlei
Executive Director of the
Center for CIGS, CAS
Pioneer Hundred
Talent Program
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Photovoltaic solar energy research center led by
Prof. YANG Chunlei has obtained an important
breakthrough in technology research of high
efficiency CIGS photovoltaic device. Without KF
post-processing technology, tested by the
shenzhen metrology institutes, the conversion
efficiency of CIGS device achieved 20.18% . This
conversion efficiency is close to the world
record-22.3% , which marked the research
achievement has been able to match the best
research at the international level in this field.
This achievement was rated as one of China's
photovoltaic field representative progress in the
15th China Photovoltaic conference in 2015.
10*10 CM CIGS device achieved 20.
18% conversion efficiency

Figure caption: Morphology and lattice structure of Pd concave nanocubes (PdCNs)

www.siat.ac.cn
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Site-Selective Trimetallic Heterogeneous Nanostructures for Enhanced Electrocatalytic
Performance

Efficient Synthesis and Stereochemical Revision of Coibamide A

The research group led by Prof. CAI Lintao
explores a facile strategy to synthesize welldesigned trimetallic heterogeneous
nanocrystals with Ag/Pt dendritic alloy
orientated growth onto the vertices of
Au@Au/Ag nano-octahedrons so as to form
distinctive trimetallic heterogeneous
nanoparticles. Remarkably, it demonstrates
superior electrocatalytic performance and
stability effectively for methanol oxidation,
compared to the traditional Au@Ag/Pt
Prof. CAI Lintao
nanoparticles and commercial Pt/C in both
Director of IBB,
acid
and alkali solutions. The promoted
Hundred Talents
electrocatalytic performance can be
Program of CAS
attributed to the distinctive heterogeneous
architecture, which involves Au nanorods cores, Au/Ag octahedron
shells, and dendritic Ag/Pt alloys decorated onto the vertices. It would
provide a facile strategy for the design of multiple heterogeneous
nanoarchitectures with highly enhanced catalytic activities. The
structural evolution of nanocrystals based on noble metals may pave the
way to potential applications for both the oxygen reduction reaction in
fuel cells and photocatalysis of the hydrogen evolution reaction. The
paper was published in Advanced Materials, 2015, DOI:
10.1002/adma.201501133.

The research group led by Prof. SU Wu
developed an efficient and robust solidphase strategy for assembly of highly
Nmethylated cyclodepsipeptides, which is
invaluable in generating coibamide A
derivatives for structure - activity relationship
studies. As a consequence of their synthetic
studies, two stereochemical assignments of
coibamide A were revised and the total
synthesis of this natural compound was
achieved for the first time. The combined
Prof. SU Wu
application of both the Boc- and FmocHundred Talents
Program of CAS
based strategy on aryl hydrazide resin allows
for successive assembly of the main and
side peptidyl chains by solid-phase peptide synthesis. The use of BTC
generating all of the amide bonds on solid support is also featured. The
paper was published in Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2015,
137: 13488 - 13491.

Transmission electron microscope images of the
morphology and lattice structure of trimetallic
Au/Ag/Pt hetero-nanostructures

Toward Biocompatible Semiconductor Quantum Dots: From Biosynthesis and Bioconjugation
to Biomedical Application

Ultrasmall Black Phosphorus Quantum Dots: Synthesis and Use as Photothermal Agents
The research group led by Prof. YU Xuefeng
from SIAT and Prof. H. Zhang from Shenzhen
University and P. K. Chu from City University of
Hong kong explored the black phosphorus
quantum dots (BPQDs) as an ultrasmall
hotothermal agent. The BPQDs were
synthesized using a liquid exfoliation method
that combined probe sonication and bath
sonication. With a lateral size of approximately
2.6 nm and a thickness of about 1.5 nm, the
ultrasmall BPQDs exhibited an excellent NIR
Prof. YU Xuefeng
photothermal performance with a large
Director of the
extinction coefficient of 14.8 L•g -1 •cm -1 at
Center for Biomedical
808
nm, a photothermal conversion efficiency
Materials and Interfaces
of 28.4%, as well as good photostability. After
PEG conjugation, the BPQDs showed enhanced stability in physiological
medium, and there was no observable toxicity to different types of cells. NIR
photoexcitation of the BPQDs in the presence of C6 and MCF7 cancer cells
led to significant cell death, suggesting that the nanoparticles have large
potential as photothermal agents. The paper was published in Angewandte
Chemie International Edition as back inside cover story, and was elected as
a Hot Paper. DOI: 10.1002/anie.201506154.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201506154/full)
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Revised structure of natural coibamide A

The research group led by Prof. ZHANG
Chunyang has made a new progress in
applications of Biocompatible Quantum
Dots. They demonstrated the
phosphorylation-directed assembly of a
single quantum dot (QD)-based
nanosensor for sensitive detection of
c A M P- d e p e n d e n t p r o t e i n k i n a s e
(PKA).This paper was published in
Analytical Chemistry (2015, 87(9):4696Prof. ZHANG Chunyang 4703).
In addition, they systematically
National Distinguished
Young Scholars, Hundred s u m m a r i z e d r e c e n t p r o g r e s s i n t h e
Talents Program of CAS
synthesis of biocompatible QDs by using
living organisms and biomimetic systems, effective approaches to
functionalize the chemically synthesized QDs with various
biomolecules, and applications of biocompatible QDs in biomedical
fields ranging from in vitro biosensing to in vivo bioimaging and drug
d e l i v e r y. T h e p a p e r w a s p u b l i s h e d i n C h e m i c a l R e v i e w s
(2015,115,11669-11717) (IF=46.568).

Preparation of Biocompatible Quantum Dots
and Biomedical Applications of Semiconductor
Quantum Dots

Research achievement reported by various media

www.siat.ac.cn
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Funds, Papers and Patents

Patents

Funds

amounted to a total of 651, of which 68 were PCT patents and 418 authorized patents with an increase of 74.2%than the

In 2015, the number of patent applications in SIAT still ranked the top three in Chinese Academy of Sciences, which

In 2015, SIAT's income increased to the amount of 843 million RMB, which made a new record. More than 420 million RMB
was from government sponsored research contracts, including 119 million RMB research funds from Nature Science

previous year. Since 2007, the total number of patents application added up to 3765, including 142 PCT patents and 1217
authorized patents.

Foundation of China (ranked No 3 in provincial universities and institutes). The research contract with enterprises
increased 50% more than previous year, amount to 103 million RMB.
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Papers

Research professor RUAN Qingguo participated in the project ‘key technology and clinical application of diagnosis and
treatment of corneal diseases’, which has won the second prize for the 2015 National Science and Technology
Progress.

The number of published papers of SIAT kept rising, and the quality of the papers had significantly improved. In 2015, 931

As the fourth main researcher of the project, Professor RUAN Qingguo was the main designer and guidance in initializing

new papers had been published, in which 472 were indexed in SCI, 237 in EI, and 2 were published in Nature. According to

the study on the mechanism of corneal allograft rejection and diabetes. Shandong Ophthalmologic Research Institute and

the JCR impact factor, there were 271 papers in the first rank, 22.7% more than in 2014. There were 440 papers cooperated

SIAT were the main units completing the project. They carried out the cooperation on the immune pathogenesis to the

with overseas researchers from 28 countries and regions, including USA, Australia, Britain, Singapore, Canada, Germany,

disease. Corneal disease is the second leading cause of blindness in China. There are now more than 3 million existing

etc.

corneal blindness patients. Due to the insufficient technology in diagnosis and treatment, shortage of corneal donor and
new technology promotion platform, there are only less than 1 in 1000 patients can receive proper treatment per year. The
project created standardization promotion platform with new technology for diagnosis and treatment of corneal diseases,

1000

established new diagnostic methods for the common corneal disease, innovated a series of corneal disease surgical

931
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900

treatment strategy, and carried out the translational medicine research for the corneal disease.
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Research Institutes

Research Professor HU Ying participated in the project ‘establishment and clinical application of the operation system
of intelligent Department of orthopedics based on image navigation and robotics technology’, which has won the
second prize for the 2015 National Science and technology progress.
As a main researcher, Professor HU Ying has years of cooperation with Beijing Jishuitan Hospital. Hu’s team has
developed China’s first set of robot in Department of orthopedics with completely independent intellectual property rights
and proposed dual plane positioning method for robot operation based on parallel structure (2-PPTC) with few degrees of
freedom positioning accuracy of 0.8 mm and intraoperative X-ray volume reduced by 70%, which reached the international
advanced level. SIAT played a key role in the optimization design of the robot body structure, clinical application and so on.

Research Institutes

Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Integration Technology
Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Integration Technology (SIAIT) was
established under the joint efforts of Chinese Academy of Sciences

HU Ying and her team

(CAS), the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), and the
Shenzhen Municipal Government in September, 2006. It is also the
first sub-Institute of SIAT.

Research Support

SIAIT is dedicated to integration technology related to fundamental,
visionary and strategic research, and focuses on 3 main research
areas: Robotics & Intelligent Systems, Advanced Manufacturing

There are more than 3000 instruments and equipment for scientific research in SIAT’s public technical service platform,
which are divided into nine categories. We provide analytical testing and technical consulting services for 30 enterprises

&Intelligent Equipment, New Materials & Photovoltaic Solar Energy. In
LI Guanglin
Director

and institutions in Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Guangzhou and Shanghai.

2015, SIAIT was awarded with 226 research programs, amounting to
147 million RMB.

Biology
Chemical
Analysis

Laboratory
Animals

Shanghai

Electric
Automobiles

Public
Technical
Ser vice
Platform

Robot

Material
Analysis

SUN Rong
Deputy Director

QIAO Yu
Deputy Director

Materials
Preparation
and
Processing

Guangzhou
Shenzhen
Hong Kong

MRI
Supercomputing
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Research Institutes

Research Centers of SIAIT
Center for Automotive Electronics
Center for Intelligent and
Biomimetic System
Center for Multimedia Integrated
Technologies

Center for Advanced Materials

Research Institutes

Research Fields

Institute of Biomedical and Health Engineering
The Institute of Biomedical and Health Engineering (IBHE), which

Energy saving and renewable energy automotive system, vehicle

was established in August, 2007, is currently one of the largest

safety and reliability technology, etc.

research units of biomedical engineering in CAS. IBHE focuses on

Intelligent robots, wearable computing, Intelligent bionic sensing

the research and development of advanced diagnostic imaging

and control, etc.

systems, intelligent therapeutic biomedical devices, and

Computer vision, image processing, pattern recognition, voice

innovative low-cost healthcare technologies. As a renowned

processing, machine learning.
Underfill materials for flip chip, thermal interface materials, materials
for embedded passive components, polymer materials for wafer level
package, high speed and high frequency substrate materials,
ackaging technology and equipments, design simulation and
reliability technology.

research center in biomedical and health engineering, IBHE strives
to accomplish breakthrough in strategic areas of medical imaging,
ZHENG Hairong
Director

n eu r a l en g i n eer i n g , m i c r o - / n a n o - m ed i c a l d evi c es , m o b i l e
healthcare, bioinformatics and biomaterials. The ultimate goal is to
stimulate the modernization of clinical medicine, and to facilitate
the growing of medical device industry.

Center for Opto-Electronic
Engineering and Technologies

equipment.

Center for Cognitive Technologies

Autonomous mobile robots, medical robots, industrial robots.

Center for Precision Engineering

Photoelectric sensors, photoelectric diagnostic instruments and

Precision metal forming technology and equipment, mechanical
automation and industrial robots.
High-efficiency low-cost CIGS thin film solar cell device technology,

In 2015, IBHE has received 145 research programs, amounting to
230 million RMB.

LI Guanglin
Deputy Director

WANG Lei
Deputy Director

Research Centers of IBHE

Research Fields

resource- rich CZTS solar cell materials and devices, the flexible thin
Center for Photovoltaic and Solar
Energy

film energy device fabrication and packaging process, all-solid-state
thin film lithium ion battery, thin film power generation and energy
storage technologies suitable for wearable devices, the flexible sensor

Paul C. Lauterbur Research Centre
for Biomedical Imaging

and the low- dose X- ray imaging system based on TFT Technology.

Center for Functional Thin Films

Center for Human-Computer
Interaction
Center for Thin Film Solar Cell
Engineering
Ambient Intelligence and
Multimodal System Laborator y

Laborator y for Human Machine
Control

Laborator y for Intelligent
Design and Machine Vision
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Functional thin film materials, new energy storage materials,

Research Centre for Neural
Engineering

Biomedical ultrasound (imaging, manipulation and neural stimulation)
and instrument; fast MRI and animal, PET- MRI system, carbon-anotube
CT, etc.
Neurorehabilitation engineering and rehabilitation robotics,neural
biochip systems based on N/MEMS and semiconductor technologies,
and orthodontics robot.

two- dimensional materials.
Virtual reality, computer-aided medicine, medical visualization,

Centre for Medical Robotics and
Minimally Invasive Surgical Devices

Imaging- guided therapeutics, body sensor networks.

medical imaging, virtual medicine, human-computer interaction,
computer graphics.

Centre for Biomedical Information
Technology

Advanced technologies for commercializing thin film solar cells.

Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, speech visualization,

3D vision and 3D modeling techniques and their applications in
industries.

health data characterization, heterogeneous health data fusion.
Biodegradable and individualized materials for bone repair, prevention

Centre for Translation Medicine
Research and Development

speech production modeling, brain mechanism of Chinese language.
Intelligent Human- Computer Interaction techniques including image
processing, computer vision, multimodal human- computer
interaction, visual servo control, application of machine vision in virtual
reality.

Health Internet of Things system, high-dimension and low-sample- size

and treatments of osteoporosis, the pathogenesis and treatments of
rheumatoid arthritis and related translational research, study on the
etiology of tendinopathy, etc.
implantable, wearable and portable microsystems, covering from

Centre for Micro/Nano System and
Bionic Medicine

artificial retina, neural/machine interface, micro/nano materials,
MEMS/microfluidics and RF IC for biomedical applications.
Photoacoustic tomography, optical coherence tomography, nonlinear optical

Laborator y for Biomedical Optics and
Molecular Imaging

microscopy, photoacoustic molecular imaging, etc.

Laborator y for Medical Imaging and
Digital Surger y

assisted suergery, virtual surgery.

Biomedical image processing, computer aided diagnosis, computer

www.siat.ac.cn
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Institute of Advanced Computing and Digital Engineering
Institute of Advanced Computing and Digital Engineering (IACDE),
established in April, 2008, is dedicated to the advancement of
basic theory, computational technology, software engineering and

Key Lab for High Performance Data
Mining
http://szs.siat.ac.cn/sjwj

Algorithms of subspace clustering, regression and classification for
complex data, active visual analysis technology for large scale data,
multi- dimensional analysis and mining technology for large scale
data, data mining and network security technology based on cloud
computing, large scale data mining platform technology based on web
service, industrial big data analysis and application
technology.

Centre for e-Health
http://ehealth.siat.ac.cn

Personalized medicine applications, health big data platform.

Centre for Big Data in Finance
http://szs.siat.ac.cn/25

research, financial big data application research, financial big data top

the applications of digital engineering in social information
services. IACDE strives to become a leader in theoretic and
applied research, an interdisciplinary educational base for
nurturing innovators with versatile skills and a laboratory that
generates advanced technologies with commercialization
potentials. In 2015, IACDE had been granted more than 100
XU Chengzhong
Director

research programs, with an amount of 138.1 million RMB.
http://szs.siat.ac.cn/

Shenzhen Institute of Beidou Applied
Technology
http://www.sibat.cn/

The financial big data policy and industry research, academic
talent training, publishing, forum, contest.
Urban transportation decision-making, enterprise logistics management
and personal travel services.

Institute of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
YU Zhibin
Deputy Director
Institute of Biomedicine and Biotechnology (IBB), established in

Research Centers of IACDE
Centre for Cloud Computing
http://cloud.siat.ac.cn/cloud/

Research Fields

2013 is oriented by clinical translation demand and industrial
applications, and aims for the innovational solution of major

The Internet of Things and the mobile Internet, big-data-driven

diseases. The institute aims at seeking breakthroughs in core and

applications, e.g. public health Information system, transportation

cutting-edge technologies and innovative drugs development,

logistic information system.

creating first-class talents echelon formation, and deepening the
Centre for High Performance
Computing
http://szs.siat.ac.cn/hpcc
Centre for Real-Time Monitoring and
Communications Technologies
http://rtt.siat.ac.cn/
Visual Computing Research Centre
http://vcc.siat.ac.cn
Laborator y for Engineering and
Scientific Computing
http://szs.siat.ac.cn/gcykx

Centre for Geospatial Information
http://szs.siat.ac.cn/kjxx
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Provides solutions to big data applications in the field of multimedia,

regional biomedicine economy and clinical applications as well as

bioinformatics and meteorological information on the basis of world-

to benefit people's health. The research fields of IBB includes

class computation infrastructure.
Radio- frequency based wireless charging and energy harvesting,

CAI Lintao
Director

biopharmacy, nanomedicine, antibody medicine, biomaterial,
marine drugs, gene/nucleic acid medicine, regenerative/cell

wireless passive sensor networks, cognitive radio, mobile internet,

t h e r a p y, v a c c i n e / i m m u n i z a t i o n , p h a r m a c y / p h a r m a c e u t i c s ,

wireless communications, mobile computing, etc.

synthetic biology as well as translation medicine, etc.

Multiple disciplines such as computer graphics, computer vision and

In 2015, IBB has got 109 research programs, with an amount of

visualization.

71.96 million RMB.

High performance numerical methods and software in the fields of
aerospace, high- speed train, medical apparatus and instruments,
environmental pollution improvement, clean energy.

WANG Xiaochun
Deputy Director

PAN Haobo
Deputy Director

Multi-angle photogrammetry and applications, 3D landscape
reconstruction, Geostatistical analysis, key algorithms of
Geoinformation analysis, remote sensing investigation in earth
resource and ecologic monitoring.
www.siat.ac.cn
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Research Centers of IBB

Research Fields

Centre for Nano-Biomedicine and
Nanotechnology

molecule and molecular diagnostics, nano- medicine and integration of

fields of precision machining, modern services industries, new energy, new materials, and electronic
information etc.

Multifunctional nano- composite and nano-biological materials, single-

Research Centers of GIAT

Research Fields

Center for Precision Engineering

Presicion design and fabrication, MEMS technology.

tumor diagnosis and treatment system research, peptide drugs, nanomedicines and nano- vaccines.
C a r- T n e w t e c h n o l o g i e s o f c e l l t h e r a p y, m a c r o m o l e c u l a r

Antibody Drug Research Centre

Seawater desalination, membrane materials and membrane separation

drugs(antibodies and vaccines), pathogenesis of major diseases,
early diagnosis and detection technology, small molecule drugs,

process, wastewater treatment and reuse, water deep purification,

Center for Water Science

aquatic ecological restoration.

reagents and formulations.
Centre for Human Tissues and Organs
Degeneration
Center for Synthetic Biology
Engineering
Center for Biomedical Materials and
Interfaces
Laborator y for Gene and Cell Therapy

Bone degeneration diseases, bioactive implantation materials for bone
tissue, marine biomedical materials, stem cell and metabolism.
Applied research of microbiota, synbio tumor therapy, directed

Electronic and Computer Technology
Research Center

transparent conductive film.

Bioengineering Research Center

Mechanisms of biological systems, probiotics product development.

Intelligent Robot & Equipment Center

High flexible and multidimensional blended series-parallel robot.

Internet of Things, human- machine interaction, video processing,

evolution system.
Optical functional biomaterials, biomimetic materials, material interfaces.
Gene and cell therapy, minicircle DNA(mcDNA) vector delivery system,
other cancer medications.
Obesity- related metabolic diseases (obesity, NAFLD, diabetes and

Laborator y for Reproductive Health

o s t e o p o r s i s ) , o b e s i t y- r e l a t e d r e p r o d u c t i v e d i s o r d e r s ( P C O S ,
endometrial cancer, ovarian cancer and recurrent miscarriage).

Laborator y for Food Safety and
Environmental Technology

The Institute of Brain Cognition and Brain Disease

Homology of medicine and food resource, transformational

The Institute of Brain Cognition and Brain Disease (IBCBD) was established in

microbiology and health, technology of agriculture, environment and

2014 by the joint efforts of Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chinese

food safety.

Academy of Sciences and the McGovern Institute for Brain Research at MIT.
Focusing on the frontier of the brain research and meeting the national scientific
demands, IBCBD carries out research in the areas of neural circuits of cognition,
new technology for brain science and diagnostic and therapeutic tools for brain
disease. It highlights two major research characteristics: new technology and

Guangzhou Institute of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences

XU Jianguo
Director

non-human primate models. It strives to develop translational neuroscience by
turning fundamental research into innovative applications in Shenzhen. IBCBD
establishes an open platform as an interface between industry and academia to
provide frist- class animal platform and to foster collaboration with

The Guangzhou Institute of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences

pharmaceutical and biotech companies.

(GIAT), was jointly established by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the
Guangzhou municipal government in May, 2011. GIAT is a new type of scientific
research institution, with its independent legal person qualification, but also
administratively attached to the Guangzhou municipal government. Relying on
SIAT’s strong scientific research capability, guided by the market, and taking
advantages of the local policy, the human resources, and the market in

WANG Liping
Executive Director

Guangzhou, GIAT engages in extensive cooperation with the local governments,
YUAN Hai
Executive Director
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enterprises, universities, research facilities, and capitals, focusing on research
projects and product development, as well as production and marketing in the
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International Academic Exchange
SIAT held 9 international academic conferences in 2015, including:

International
Cooperation and
Academic Exchange
15th IEEE/ACM Cluster, Cloud Computing and Grid
Computing International Conference

Foreign Talent Introduction

International Symposium on Neural Circuit of Emotion

Cooperation with Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

Some top foreign talents joined in SIAT in 2015

HAN Zhangxiu
from South Korean Academy of Sciences
Chief Scientist of GIAT

Robert Desimone
fellow of the American Academy of Sciences
Chief Scientist of IBCBD
Grant support: Shenzhen Peacock Plan and Guangdong Innovative and
Entepreneurial Research Team Program

Oliver MartinDeussen
Leading talent of Guangdong Province
Selected for the China Thousand Foreign Experts
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In May 2015, Dr. Ou Yongsheng and Dr. Xia Zeyang were elected
to be co-chairs of the IEEE Robotics and Automation Society
Guangdong Chapter.

IEEE signed the MOU with SIAT for cooperation on academic
exchanges and industrial collabration in October 2015.

In October 2015, SIAT was granted to establish the first
IEEE Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control
SIAT Student Chapter in mainland China.

In November 2015, Professor Xu Chengzhong was elected
as IEEE Fellow for leadership in resource management for
parallel and distributed systems.

www.siat.ac.cn
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Exchange of Visits
In 2015, more than 30 delegations about 500 persons visited SIAT from the United States, South Korea, Britain,
the European Union, France, Austria, Morocco, Turkey, Japan, the Netherlands, Australia, Israel, Hong Kong,
Macao, Taiwan and other countries. And more than 200 researchers from SIAT visited abroad for technological
and academic exchange.

The delegation from France

The president of Yuzuncu Yil University
visited SIAT

The delegation from the University of
Electro-Communications, Japan

The delegation from Austria

The delegation from ministry of S cience and
Technology of South Korea

International Industry Cooperation

In December, SIAT donated general modularized container
clinic, which worth $400,000, to KwaZulu Natal, South Africa
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“ Shenzhen International Robot and intelligent System
Expo” in “CITE 2015”

